New tracheal sound feature for apnoea analysis.
Sleep apnoea syndrome is common in the general population and is currently underdiagnosed. The aim of the present work was to develop a new tracheal sound feature for separation of apnoea events from non-apnoea time. Ten overnight recordings from apnoea patients containing 1,107 visually scored apnoea events totalling 7 h in duration and 72 h of non-apnoea time were included in the study. The feature was designed to describe the local spectral content of the sound signal. The median, maximum and mean smoothing of different time scales were compared in the feature extraction. The feature was designed to range from 0 to 1 irrespective of tracheal sound amplitudes. This constant range could offer application of the feature without patient-specific adjustments. The overall separation of feature values during apnoea events from non-apnoea time across all patients was good, reaching 80.8%. Due to the individual differences in tracheal sound signal amplitudes, developing amplitude-independent means for screening apnoea events is beneficial.